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The Poga Language Survival Network seminar was organised in May in Tartu in connection with

the International Conference on Minority Languages XII. The issues addressed by the conference,

such as the consequences of standardisation, the role of primary socialisation in language

maintenance, and the grounds for choosing the language of education, proved absorbing to many of

the network members. Several members gave a paper. Professors Anneli Sarhimaa (Johannes

Gutenberg University of Mainz), Riho Grünthal (University of Helsinki) and Anna-Riitta
Lindgren (University of Tromsø), also Poga members, were part of the Scientific Committee of the

conference.

On Thursday 28th May,  Sanna-Riikka Knuuttila (University of Joensuu) presented the  results of

her field work in Session 1 under the title Children - the future of Karelian language? A case study

in a Karelian village. Konstantin Zamyatin (University of Helsinki) analysed the Russian legal

sphere in his paper  Legal framework for official languages in Russia in Session 5.

In the afternoon, the network members gathered at the university to discuss the next steps in the

process of producing a collection of articles on linguistic minorities. The seminar was organised by

a Tartu-based network member, Florian Siegl and chaired by Reetta Toivanen and Janne
Saarikivi from Helsinki. Also new members were present, among them Fedor Rozhansky,  a

linguist from Tartu. The discussion was continued during dinner in more informal atmosphere.

Besides the book project, the topics included the future activities and development of Poga.

On Friday 29th May, the network members were especially well present at the Colloquia session

dedicated to Sámi language revitalization, media and identity. Jon Todal (Sámi allaskuvla)

addressed the new sociolinguistic challenges in the field of Sámi research in his paper New research

on Sámi sociolinguistics. Torkel Rasmussen (Sámi allaskuvla) described the linguistic choices of

young minority language speakers in his interesting presentation Media and language choice

among young Sámi people. Åse Mette Johansen (University of Tromsø) presented the case of

Multiple identities and linguistic diversity in a coastal Sámi-Norwegian community. She was

followed by Inger Johansen (University of Trondheim), who gave an overview of the recent

developments in the Southern Sámi speaker community in her paper Revitalisation of Southern

Sámi: Big changes in a small language community.

In Colloquia Linguistic Landscapes from a Minority Language Perspective Heiko Marten
(University of Rezēkne) analysed the status quo of the Eastern Latvian Latgalians through linguistic

landscapes in his paper "Latgalian is not a Language". LL in Eastern Latvia and how Centralist

Language Attitudes are Reflected in them. The audience clearly found the approach interesting,

there was a full house. Marten addressed the same issues in his other presentation the same day in

Session 2 under the title Linguistic Marketing for the Benefit of Regional and Minority Language.

In addition to the persons above, also Larisa Leisiö from Helsinki, Tjeerd de Graaf from

Leeuwarden and the network coordinator Outi Pynnönen from Helsinki were present at the

seminar.


